
The objective

To bring employee
feedback systems
in-house to facilitate
integration with
talent development
programmes, including
process efficiencies and
cost savings.

The approach

The implementation
of three user-friendly
and effective online
tools that provide
insights into employees’
progress, and gauge
the return on investment
from the company’s
talent development
programme.

The business impact

•   £180,000 per annum
cost savings projected.

• Greater efficiency.

•  Improved response 
rates.

We're on a mission to improve the quality of leadership and management capability across the globe. We shall not rest until we see the day when 
employees, wherever they work, get the bosses they deserve. We've already helped thousands of participants from large organisations such as 
Diageo, TATA and LEGO all the way to small charities and housing associations.

Our flagship brand is click-360, which is a next-gen digital platform for running 360-degree feedback surveys. 360 feedback is a fantastic way to get 
affirmations around your key strengths. It’s great to know that those people that work around you appreciate what you do and how you do it. It will 
also reveal strengths you didn’t even realise were so valued. While there are plenty of 360 feedback suppliers, the pace of change is slow. Until 
now!! Enter click-360: mobile responsive and with a modern questionnaire interface (QI), click-360 is the only tool with a simultaneous rating 
function. Being able to give feedback to more than one person on the same screen at the same time not only saves time but, because you can think 
in relative terms between each person you're rating, also improves accuracy. Our digital reports are integrated with interactive workbooks containing 
write-in boxes for reflection, an action planner and even learning suggestions. Check out our QI and digital reports via videos on our website at 
www.click-360.com.

We also offer help with questionnaire design, awareness briefings and feedback coaching. Alternatively, we can train your people in these practices. 
Contact: info@click-360.com.

The People Manager Feedback tool (PMFT) is the latest of the three products to be 
implemented, and provides individual and management reports based on anonymous 
feedback from Diageo line managers. Before employing the in-house system the  
company had used a third party agency to provide the reports, which could cost
£100 a time. Over the course of twelve months Diageo expects that replacing these 
with the TLC online feedback system will save the company up to £180,000.

TLC Online also worked alongside Diageo to develop its ‘Capabilities 360’ system, 
which is used to collate and evaluate stakeholders’ feedback on an employee’s 
performance. Additionally, the ‘Leadership Colleague Feedback 360’ product is used 
to provide insight into the progress of those within the company who are participating 
on the twelve-month blended learning Diageo Leadership Performance Programme.

Joan Hodgins, People Manager and Talent Director at Diageo, says, “TLC Online has 
developed the systems to be incredibly easy to use, which means response rates are 
maximised. We have received lots of feedback that says the design of the sites and 
the style of questions are just right. This ensures employees are able to provide 
accurate feedback as simply as possible, and gives us valuable insights for 
development planning.”

Leading global drinks company Diageo is resolute about the fact that all employees
should ‘work for a great people manager’. Successfully growing people management
capability and performance comes from a feedback process that enables managers
to identify employee strengths and development areas. This also helps Diageo ensure
that training and development interventions are targeted to real needs, and allows an
accurate return on investment (ROI) assessment.

Diageo began a partnership with TLC Online to develop three bespoke feedback
systems as part of the ‘Diageo Academy’ - the company’s global learning system
dedicated to nurturing employees’ growth and development. These systems have
now been translated into 13 different languages, and are used by Diageo’s 22,000
strong global workforce.
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About TLC Online:

In 2008 The Learning Curve (TLC) Ltd set up a subsidiary company, TLC Online, specifically to bring to market cutting-edge web-based
tools for leadership & management development and employee engagement. Under the click-360 banner TLC Online has developed off-
the-shelf and bespoke solutions for measuring leadership/management capability, leading to development plans that align individuals,
teams and the organisation behind the business plan.

The company is based in Tunbridge Wells and offers a combination of business leadership experience and specialist expertise in
organisational development and behavioural psychology. Through its online feedback systems and associated services TLC Online
provides capability that helps clients to develop their people to support better business growth.

TLC Online has applied its expert knowledge to an impressive portfolio of clients ranging from well-known high street brands to local and
central government organisations. In addition, the online tools are employed by a wide range of consulting firms under their own labels.
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